Safety critical systems are present, today, almost in every car. They ensure different functionalities such as braking, steering and airbag deployment etc… The failure of these systems could lead to hazardous situations. To ensure that the risk in these systems is reduced to an acceptable level, the automotive industry refers to ISO-26262. It is the functional safety standard for electrical and electronic systems in road vehicles. It focuses on the requirements, processes and methods to deal with the effects of systematic failures and unsystematic hardware failures. Reaching a compliant design is, often, challenging particularly for high safety constraints systems. It has been also noted that, sometimes, due to safety constraints a design could lead to a cost derive. Ensuring that the design remains competitive in terms of cost is vital. With the growing complexity in functionalities and in size, the system design cycle can benefit from an approach that can help the designers make the best architectural choices to reach an optimal design. In this paper, we propose an approach for system design architecture optimization driven by the safety and cost constraints. It consists of an architecture synthesis and mapping approach that takes into account the safety constraints in the ISO 26262 context. It allows, at one hand, to reach a system preliminary architecture by choosing the best component that reduce the overall cost. On the other hand, it leads to a mapping that respects the safety constraints related to safety levels or to dependant failures.
Introduction
The design cost is a crucial parameter for any project particularly for automotive embedded systems. During the design process, the architectural choices and decisions are, often, guided by their impact on the overall cost. For critical systems, safety constraints are having an increasing influence on the design and cost. In the context of ISO 26262, the safety levels (ASILs) allocations and decompositions choices have a considerable impact on the architecture. These choices can be translated into functional decompositions at functional level and as a mapping and redundancies choices at physical level. These choices could lead to lowering the development cost or to incurring unnecessary extra-costs. It is necessary, today, to take, efficiently, these constraints into consideration during the design process to reach a compliant and competitive solution. Currently, finding the solution that make a compromise between the different constraints (functional, safety and cost) is based on the engineer expertise. Since such approach remains error prone and does not guarantee the optimality of the retained solution, an automated approach is, in our opinion, needed to reach alternative cost optimal solutions. In this article, we propose an optimization approach driven by safety and cost. It aims at reaching a compliant design without incurring unnecessary costs.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we discuss the state of the art and the related works. In the second section, we give a description of the notation and definitions of the different elements used along the paper. We fix the objective of the approach presented in this paper in the third section followed by an overview of its steps approach. A use case example is presented in the fifth section. The paper ends with a conclusion and the future works.
Related Works
The design optimization motivated multiple works. Multiple approaches have been proposed to reach optimal design taking into account various parameters such as cost, reliability and safety. These approaches target different industries. Some targeted the System-On-Chip and they are referred to as Electronic System-Level (ESL) synthesis approaches. They aim at providing and supporting with tools a design process leading to generating SOC architecture: -The task of ESL synthesis is then the process of selecting an appropriate platform architecture, determining a mapping of the behavioral model onto that architecture, and generating a corresponding implementation of the behavior running on the platform‖. We may cite for example Daedalus (Nikolov and Thompson 2008) , SystemCoDesigner (Keinert et al. 2009 ), System-On-chip Environment (Dömer et al. 2008) . Based on a functional model and using design exploration approach, these approaches reach a mapping of the functional architecture on a platform. The platform is consisting of processing elements, communication elements and bus databases. The reader can refer to (Gerstlauer and Haubelt 2009 ) for a detailed description of these approaches and detailed comparison between them. As far as we are concerned, these approaches cannot be used for automotive systems. The approach remains domain specific, mainly for SOC or MPSOC. In the automotive domain context, Archeopterix (Aleti and Bjornander 2009) adopted a slightly similar approach to ESL synthesis methodologies. It aims at finding a cost optimal mapping of Software functions on a network of ECUs. The approach takes into account multiple parameters such as CPU load, network bandwidth, reliability. The safety constraints are, though, not taken into account. Co-localization constraints, that could be used to express a safety constraint, were introduced in the approach amongst the mapping constraints. But we are convinced that using a Co-localization will not be enough to express all the safety constraints. For example, it is not possible to verify the conditions for mixed ASIL levels cohabitation requirements or independency requirements in respect to the standard. While the approaches presented above focus on optimizing the mapping, the approach proposed by HIP-HOPS (Papadopoulos et al. 2011 ) focus on the redundancies introduction and the ASIL allocation as an optimization approach. It is more safety oriented than the previously presented works through automatic Fault tree analysis (FTA). But, it can be applied at a single level: functional or physical. Since, it does not support the link between these levels; it is often used at the physical level. ASIL are allocated to the failures modes of the components and different redundancy patterns are used. Unfortunately, redundancy at this level is not often the favorite choice for automotive systems designers. Many alternative solutions may also be missed where the redundancy is only at functional level. The approach we are proposing in this paper takes efficiently the safety constraints and cover the functional and physical level. It is inspired from the works on ESL approaches where an architecture is generated and a mapping is specified. It differs by taking into account the safety levels. On the other hand, while it may still introduce redundancies in the architecture, it remains different from HIP-HOPS approach since the redundancies is not systematically introduced but results from the combination of functional decomposition, ASIL allocation and mapping onto an element.
Basic Notations and Definitions
To ease the reading, this section introduces definitions of the notations that are used in the rest of the paper.
A functional architecture of a critical system can be described as several functions interacting between each other to guarantee a set of services which are the functionalities of the system in question. A Functional architecture can, thus, be described as: FA= {S1, S2,…,Sn}, a set of services ensured by the system. Each Service is described using a Data Flow Graph (DFG) graph: G= {V,E} where, -V = {f1…fn} is a set of functions -E = {fl1…flm} is a set of flows connecting the functions We chose to use DFG because it is particularly adapted for this case. The main advantage of data flow graphs over other models is their compactness and the easiness of the interpretation. That is, the translation from the conceived system to a DFG is straightforward and, once accomplished, it is equally straightforward to determine by inspection which aspects of the system are represented.
The flows connect the functions to describe the data dependency. A flows is defined as FL = (T,FS,FT) where T is the type of flow exchanged, FS is the function source of the flow, FT is the function target of the flow.
The Functions represents the elementary tasks of the system. They are defined as a tuple F =(A,H,SS) where A is the ASIL allocated to the function, H is the set of possible hosts of the functions, SS is the set of subsystems that could implement the function.
The hosts are the physical components that implement the functions. A sensor for example is a possible host for an acquisition function. A host is defined as tuple H = (A,C,SF,CI,F,FM) where , A is the highest ASIL that can be reached by the component, C is the cost of the component, SF is the separation feature that could allow hosting mixed safety levels functions, CI is the communication interfaces that could be implemented by the component, F is the set of functions allocated to this host and FM is the set of failure modes of the host.
The subsystems are the main constituents over which the system functionalities are distributed. The subsystems are defined as SS = (C,H,F) where C is the cost of the subsystem, H is the set of hosts added to the subsystem, F is the set of functions implemented by the subsystem.
A physical architecture is the result of successful mapping. It is defined as PA = (SS,B) where SS is the set of subsystems in the architecture and B is the set of buses ensuring the flows exchange between the subsystems.
A bus is the implementation of the functional architecture flow at physical level to ensure the communication between the subsystems. A bus allows the communication between the functions that are allocated to different subsystems. It is defined as B = (FL,P,FS, FT) where FL is the sets of the flows exchanged through the bus, P is the communication protocol. FS and FT are the communicating hosts.
Objective
Our objective is to demonstrate that the problem of finding optimized system architecture, i.e. finding a suitable (safety-related) physical architecture and its corresponding functions mapping, can be solved jointly and correctly. Therefore the goal is to reach functions and flows mapping that respects the available resources and the safety constraints and optimizes the design cost. This mapping includes the spatial allocation of the functions and the flows in form of their deployment to hardware resources and to subsystems considering the safety constraints. The problem can be described as follows: The joint HW resources choice and mapping problem consists of determining a suitable choice of the subsystem configuration and HW resources as well as the functions allocation. It consists of finding an architecture containing a set of subsystems {SS1, SS2,…SSn} connected using a set of Buses {B1…Bk} where each subsystems SSi contains a set of HW resources {H1,H2…Hm} implementing a set of functions from the functional architecture. In the end, it comes to finding a mapping where:  For each functions F, the tuple (ss,h) specifying to which subsystem and host the function is allocated, is determined  For each flow FL the bus B that will carry the flow is determined  The safety constraints due to the safety levels values are respected In this paper, we propose a simple formalization of the joint architecture synthesis and mapping problem to explore the design solution space and find the cost optimal solution.
Approach Overview
This section provides an overview of the approach and the different steps of the process. We propose here an approach that allows to automatically reaching from a functional description, an optimal physical architecture taking into account the safety constraints due to the allocated ASIL. The approach, as shown in Figure 1 , covers a part of the design process that was often manually done allowing the exploration of different alternatives and eventually reaching an optimal design. It consists of five main steps: Functional architecture, SIL allocation, Safety constraints extraction, Mapping and cost estimation. 
1-Main Steps: a Functional Model
The first step is to model the functional architecture. The functional model aims to describe how the functionalities (services) are ensured by the system. It allows describing the functional decomposition and functional redundancies introduced, if any. In order to ease the usage of the functional model for next steps of the approach, we added few rules on the granularity level and the flows. The functional model can be used for input for the mapping process only if it is described at a level where the nodes can only be allocated to a single host. Figure 2 shows an example of functional model that could be exploited in the next steps. A safety analysis based on the functional model leads to obtaining the minimal cut sets leading to the violation of the safety goals. These MCS are used to retrieve a possible ASIL allocation to the different functions. Due to the decomposition patterns defined in the standard, different combinations are possible. In a previous article (Dhouibi et al, 2014) , we have studied the safety levels allocation problem and proposed an approach to retrieve the different possible combinations. These combinations are first filtered to remove the least practical solution. The designer chooses the best fitted solutions. These are further investigated in the next steps.
In the case of the example provided in figure 2 , with a safety goal of an ASIL B consisting of sending the correct data, we choose the following allocations:
Function
Acquisition 1 Acquisition 2 Process Send ASIL A A B B Table 1 . ASIL allocations c Safety constraints extraction ASIL decomposition allows reducing the SIL of the redundant functions. But, the challenge in applying it does not consist in the redundancy introduction, but in the requirements that need to be respected afterwards. The redundant elements concerned by a decomposition need to verify: -The absence of common cause failures -The absence of cascading failures In order to ensure that during the mapping these requirements are respected, the next step of mapping will take them as inputs. This step provides, thus, the set of constraints with the concerned functions.
On the previous example, the constraint would be to ensure that functions (Acquisition 1, Acquisition 2) are implemented by independent elements where no common cause would lead to the failure of these hosts and the violation of the safety goal.
d Mapping
The mapping of the functional architecture onto a physical element consists of choosing a subsystem (if any) and a possible host for each function. A successful mapping is the set of choices of components and allocations that respects the different constraints. The mapping process sets up also, at a second level, the buses between the subsystems. In the next sections we will detail how each constraint is verified during the mapping. A mapping solution verifies: 
Figure 3. Mapping Example e Cost Estimation
The mapping process is expected to provide multiple solutions. Making a choice between them can be guided by the cost. We choose to approach the design cost as the cost of the generated physical architecture. A solution's cost is the sum of the hosts cost as well as the subsystems and the buses:
2-Safety Constraints
To ensure that the architecture respects some preliminary ISO 26262 compliance issues we verify that the following checks are good:  SIL level check :
The functions are allocated to the hosts. The functions are tagged with an ASIL while the hosts are tagged with the highest ASIL they can reach. A good mapping should verify that functions allocated to each component of the physical architecture respect this SIL constraint:
The standard allows allocating functions of different SIL to the same component. It requires though ensuring the freedom from interference of low ASIL functions with higher ASIL functions. The freedom from interference is threatened by cascading failures. It is possible to ensure this requirement with built in features in some components. For example, for software functions it is possible to ensure the non interference with good scheduling and presence of Memory Management Unit. We consider that a mapping of functions with different ASILs to a component is still correct if this component have the needed features to ensure the non interference. The constraint is verified if:
The decomposition choices at functional level should be respected at physical level. This is translated by the need to map the concerned functions to sufficiently independent elements as required by the standard. From the standard point of view, the independency can be threatened though common cause failures. Consequently, The mapping of concerned function is good if no CCF could be found between their respective hosts.
To ensure the absence of CCF, we start from the MCS over which the decomposition is made. We transform this MCS from the functional level to the physical level by linking the failures modes of the functions to the failure modes of their hosts. The obtained MCS contains the set of hosts' failures modes that jointly lead to the violation of the safety goal. We compare the causes of these failures modes to identify CCFs. The transformation consists of replacing in the MCS the failure mode at the functional level with its matching failure modes at host level. The matching between the failure modes is based on their impact on the output flow. For example, if a sensing function is allocated to a sensor. The loss of data flow from the acquisition function can be matched with the loss of the sensor output at the physical level.
3-Solving Approach
At the mapping step, the functional model is tagged with the SIL and with the possible subsystems and hosts for each function. These are the inputs to generate a physical level and map the functions onto its components. We have opted for an exhaustive approach allowing finding all the possible solutions. Each function can be allocated to a subsystem and a host. This allocation must of course verifies and ensure the different constraints developed earlier. Yet, for this allocation to be acceptable, it must also be possible to map the flow.
The approach is described as followed: The flows are implemented at subsystem level or at physical architecture level depending on the mapping of the flow exchanging functions. If both of the functions are allocated to different subsystems, a bus is needed to be set up at this level. But in case, they are allocated to the same subsystems and to different hosts the implementation is different. For the functions allocated to the same hosts, no bus is needed since often the communication is ensured by memory access mechanisms. For safety matters, the flows implementation must also verify the safety constraints in the same way it is done for functions allocation.
Example Use-Case
In this section we use a use case example to illustrate the approach. For this purpose we use a simple example inspired by real world systems. It consists of two services and two safety goals rated ASIL D and ASIL A. The system's main functionalities are to correctly drive an actuator and to display information about the system state. The bad actuation is rated ASIL D. As for the omission of the display, it is rated ASIL A. The functional architecture proposed is described by the following figure: Figure 4. Use-case example with two services
The system consists of a set of 9 functions and 8 flows. We provide a set of 7 hosts with their failure modes and their causes and 3 potential subsystems. We introduced CCFs between some of the hosts and the buses to check the if the efficiency of the approach in respecting the independency constraints. The decomposition from the first functionality resulted in 16 independence constraints to be verified. Since, ASIL decomposition is made over the two channels, all the function of both channels must be implemented by independent elements eg : acquisition 1 and acquisition 2 must be implemented by independent elements where no common cause will lead to failures modes associated to a bad value. The found solution successfully provided an acceptable solution avoiding the CCF of the hosts and the buses. We can see that the two channels are implemented by independent elements. The flows are also implemented with different buses to avoid CCF. The safety levels are also respected for the components choice and during the mapping. The retained solution has a cost of -65‖ consisting of the cost of the components with the cost of the subsystems and the buses. It is reached in a very short time given the limited size of the example. We used the approach on larger industrial examples with multiple services and safety goals. Even though for these examples, the exhaustive approach provided acceptable solutions, the scalability is becoming an issue to be addressed in the future works.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an approach to the combined synthesis of architecture synthesis and mapping that respects the safety constraints in the context of ISO 26262 and optimizes the cost. This paper proves that the proposed approach can be used efficiently to reach a preliminary architecture for critical automotive systems at the FSC level.
The approach helps to synthesize a physical architecture and map the functions over its elements. It has the advantage of treating at the same time the different services and taking into account the different safety goals. Unlike the manual process where each safety goal is treated separately, it ensures the compatibility of the choices made to deal with each and the respect of the constraints resulting from.
The exhaustive approach implemented and presented earlier helped to retrieve the solutions with the best cost. But with larger examples with multiple services and multiple safety goals, the exhaustive approach seems not adapted to deal with the large possible combinations to be checked. The computation time becomes unpractical especially if multiple ASIL allocations needed to be checked.
For the cost estimation, we used for now only the cost of the components to rate the solutions. This estimation lacks though precision. The software, a considerable part of the design, development cost is not taken into account.
For our next works, we are planning to tackle these limitations by using advanced design space exploration techniques. As for the cost estimation we are planning to implement a software cost estimation model such as COCOMO II. To improve the precision of the solution we plan also to add mechanisms to take into account performance parameters into account such as the CPU, Memory and network load. We will aim also to implement an approach for metrics evaluation to automatically introduce safety mechanisms where needed in the architecture which can impact the final cost of the design.
